RMK-11 HIGH VALUE ADDED AND COMPLEX PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

**DEFINITION**

**PDP**
A form of financial assistance to enable the development of high value-added and complex product based on EPU’s list of Frontier Products

**MDP**
A financial support facility to scale up and enable the industry to produce high value-added and complex product

**FUNDING**
The funding will be disbursed in the form of grants or matching grants based on the needs of the projects

The funding will be disbursed/reimbursed in the form of matching grants or soft loan not exceeding RM950,000.00

**ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA**

i. Government Agencies
ii. Research Institutions
iii. Institute of higher learnings/Research Universities (IHLs/RU)
iv. Industry Centre of Excellence (COE)

i. Companies incorporated under the Companies Act, 1965.
ii. Companies in the manufacturing sectors with Malaysian equity ownership of at least 60%.
iii. The products to be produced must be high value added and complex based on EPU’s list of Frontier Products (as in Annex 1).

**SCOPE OF THE FUND**
Activities pertaining to the development of high value-added and complex product that include awareness programme, industry intelligence, research, competency development, technology acquisition, accreditation, certification and testing of high value-added & complex product with industry

Activities that include productivity improvement, capacity building, licensing, standards & certification compliance and promotional activities.

Purchase of new or reconditioned equipment, infrastructure upgrade, renovation & expansion and purchase of generic software and computer peripherals are eligible for Soft Loan facility under the MDP

**TIMELINE**
All project under this programme must be completed within the stipulated milestone/timeline

For more information, please contact:

Deepan Divyaraj Sakti : 03-62000570
Nur’Elliyea Mohamad : 03-62084605
Farah Badrul Hisham : 03-62000576
Email : allrmk11hva@miti.gov.my
Website : www.miti.gov.my